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Hello Carol,
Firstly, I didn’t get the note until the 18th 12 2020. Makes it a bit difficult to comply with the recommenced
deadline. Apart from the abysmal mail delivery service making a simple letter 2 weeks to arrive I don’t
understand why I didn't see this correspondence earlier.
Whilst I agree on your cause to stop the destruction of the area I’m not surprised as per what my neighbour did
to a perfectly good 50s house next door. Pure destruction as per half of the street. I guess they will put a 5
storey place on main north road looking over the whole area pithing the next few years.
I had the chance to meet one pf the last mayors of Enfield council not a month ago and his views on the
mistakes made by the new Pt Adelaide / Enfield council were well noted. I have very little time for their current
so called guidelines let alone these new proposals. I think the idea they care at all about the inner northern
suburbs is meisled. I have lived here in the same house for 38 years now and it seems I will one day have to
leave as these degeneration of the area continues.
These people can’t even organise to replace trees in the street here even though repeatedly asked. I’m sure that
the over expensive garbage collection service is worth it. Not a happy camper at this point. Quite happy to remit
fines for council rates though even in these tough times.
I’m sure you have a task ahead of you with all this but short of joining the government myself I cant see much
change in the wind.
Many thanks.
Regards.
David Probst.
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